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Item 8.01 Other Events.
 

On June 24, 2012, Globalstar, Inc. (“Globalstar” or the “Company”) and Thales Alenia Space France (“Thales”) agreed to settle their prior
commercial disputes which were the subject of the previously disclosed May 2012 arbitration award. In addition, Globalstar and Thales have agreed to the
principal terms relating to Globalstar’s purchase from Thales of six additional second-generation satellites at a fixed price of approximately € 25 million per
satellites, payable over an approximately 3-year period after commencement of manufacturing. Globalstar and Thales expect to enter into a commercial
contract, which will be subject to various conditions, including the receipt by Globalstar of necessary third-party financing, including from the Thermo
companies, based upon these terms in the near future. Upon the later of the commercial contract effective date and the receipt by the Company of the
additional funding, Globalstar will pay one-third of the arbitration award to Thales. Thales has agreed to waive the remaining two-thirds of the award and all
interest on the award upon receipt of that payment and certain releases from Globalstar, to be provided at the earlier of December 31, 2012 and the receipt of
the additional funding. The parties also have agreed to seek clarification from the arbitration panel with respect to a €3,864,000 claim by Thales related to the
Phase 2 satellites. If the arbitrator determines Globalstar must pay that amount, payment may be deferred or subject to escrow, based on the timing of delivery
of the last Phase 2 satellite. If the arbitral decision is not received by the commercial contract effective date, Globalstar will place that amount in escrow until
the decision is received.
 

Either Thales or the Company may terminate the settlement if the new commercial contract is not signed by February 28, 2013. The settlement is
also subject to Globalstar’s receipt of consent under its Facility Agreement, which Globalstar expects to receive in the near future.
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